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Each neighborhood district
has existing strong public
spaces such as town
squares, libraries, and
small parks that provide
engaging spaces and
unique local identities

The rural areas of
Songdalen and Søgne
provide opportunites for
agro- and eco- tourism
through festivals, trails, and
farm to table partnerships.

Create Regional and Local
Economic Development
Plans to assess primary
industry needs as well
as identify small scale
business opportunities

Merging the 3
municipalities paves way
for New Kristiansand’s
Regional Sustainability &
Climate Change Strategy

Although Krisiansand is
currently the most dense area
of the region, with the strongest
soci-economic activities; nodes
of growth and development
with similar structures are
developing in the region.

Integrated development
activities should be
encouraged along the
corridors to connect
various nodal points

OOLPRINT
NEW KRISTIANSAND
Working towards a sustainable New Kristiansand:
Environmentally, Socially and Economically

KEY
Primary Nodal Growth Points
Secondary Nodal Growth Points
Development Corridors
Industrial Node
Retail Node

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

Expand Regional Bikeways

Create a regional identity
and strengthen existing
local identity by involving
the various communities

Build bioswales and
stormwater retention
parks for flood
management

Attract skilled labour
from beyond Norway to
complement growth

Adopt a Regional Climate
Adaptation and Mitigation
Plan

Extend services of
Kristiansand Event
Planner to be regional

Identify Eco-Tourism/
Retreat getaways in
smaller towns

Create Neighborhood
Advisory / Planning Units

Consider High Frequency
Regional Bus System

Agro-tourism and eco-tourism can provide important
social connections between the urban areas and the many
rural farm areas of New Kristiansand. These industries
help create a sense of regional identity that includes all
aspects of the region, and can also be a boon for tourism.
Farms to Table cultural trails can be developed based off
of festivals and agro-tourism events. One such example
is the Knysna Oyster Festival in Western Cabe, South
Africa. This hugely popular event celebrates good life
and sport over a 10 day period, and includes events such
as a Forest Marathon, the Argus Rotary Cycle Tour, and
a Drift Drive Challenge. Wade bales Wine Festival and a
Whiskey bowls Tournament showcase local distilleries;
and the main event a regional train of 30 hotspots
serving fresh local oysters, served cooked or on the
shell. This even showcases local farmers, distilleries,
and fishermen, and gives the area a sense of identity.

Flooding is an existing issue that New Kristiansand must
work to mitigate, especially as development increased
with densification, creating additional stormwater and
drainage issues. These problems will only be increased
with the effects of climate change. One solution is
through multi-purpose infrastructure.
The Historic
Fourth Ward Park, in Atlanta, GA is a 17-acre park and
greenspace that is host to a 2-acre storm water retention
basin, open lawns and passive greenspace, a playground,
a splashpad, an outdoor theater. Prior to the construction
of this park this area was an abandoned lot, strewn
with trash and cracked asphalt; an urban form that only
exacerbated the storm water runoff and flooding issues
that plagued the surrounding residential neighborhoods.
The 2-acre lake serves as a storm water detention basin,
which increases sewer capacity, reduces the burdens
on an aging infrastructure, and minimizes downstream
flooding and property damage. Its construction has
also allowed for dense mixed-use developments
to be constructed in the park’s surrounding areas.

ECONOMIC
Develop Regional
Economic Development
Plan
Identify incentives
for small business
development in smaller
municipalities
Establish enterprise
development hubs
Create Workforce
Development Programs
and Satellite Campuses
in Songdalen and Søgne

Co-working spaces and startup hubs provide opportunities
and assistance for aspiring and
current entrepreneurs to cocreate, network, and access
assistance and resources in
one facility. New Kristiansand
should consider supporting
these types of innovation
hubs in its neighborhood
centers,
particularly
in
Tangvall and Nodeland. These
centers could help spur local
economies and could attract
younger generations or new
citizens to these areas,
where densification provides
opportunities for innovation
and growth. Examples of
these spaces can be found
worldwide such as Station
F in Paris France and GEN
Africa-22 on SLOANE in
Johannesburg, South Africa.

